
FLEXTILE / FOLDABLE FRAME



FLEXTILE / FOLDABLE FRAME
A revolutionary portable modular system!

The Flextile frames can be folded and unfolded with the printed 
fabric mounted on the frame. Once the graphic is installed you never 
have to remove it or reinstall it again!

Stack vertically and connect horizontally, simple and intuitive but 
very capable. Build everything from a simple tabletop, to a larger 
backwall, to towers, to counters, to larger spaces.

Each carry bag can hold up to 4 frames, 4 connector rods, 4 foot 
rods, and 1 top connector. For additional information please contact 
with our customer service.





FLEXTILE / FOLDABLE FRAME
Mulitple options!

Using the same amount of frames you can alter your Flextile in the 
best way suitable for a specific event and provided space. Create 
different configurations and combinations, a straight back wall can 
also convert to multiple tabletops, or separate displays and a tower.





Double sided pillow case
The pillow case graphic pulls over the Flex-
tile display using a stretch fabric. No more 
rounded corners, no more pile of aluminum 
pipes. A pillow case display made simpler 
and better.

One graphic per frame
The easiest set up. The graphics are already 
installed in the frames. Assemble a small 
display in just a few minutes.

One graphic over four frames
A larger graphic that spans across multiple 
frames, front only or double sided. The SEG 
graphic inserts easily into the grooves of 
the frames.

Flextile is the ultimate solution for messaging flexibility.
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